2 Roles

1) Wolf
2) Sheep

Setup
Wolf stands at one end of the “field”
Sheep line up at the other end of the “field”

How to Play

Sheep say: “Mr. Wolf, Mr. Wolf, what time is it?”

Wolf replies: “It’s (number from 1-12) o’clock

Sheep respond by: taking number of steps equal to the time that the Wolf says
(For example if the Wolf says it is 4 o’clock, the sheep take 4 steps towards the Wolf)

Wolf waits

Sheep say: “Mr. Wolf, Mr. Wolf, what time is it?”

Wolf replies: “It’s (number from 1-12) o’clock’

Sheep respond by : taking number of steps equal to the time that the Wolf says
(For example if the Wolf says it is 5 o’clock, the sheep take 5 steps towards the Wolf)

Wolf waits

Sheep say: “Mr. Wolf, Mr. Wolf, what time is it?”

Wolf: When the sheep are very close, the Wolf replies “It’s midnight”

Sheep respond by: running back to their starting spots

Mr. Wolf responds by: chasing sheep and trying to tag a sheep to be “the next Mr. Wolf”
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